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In the course of th9 work for this report the vrriter has 

met and discussed natters of interest and importance rith a, 

large number of persons in Government departments and agencies, 

many Industries and UNDP and other UN organizations.    They are 

too numerous to name individually, but to all and everybody 

are expressed sincere thanks and appreciation for the kindness, 

friendliness and willingness to cooperate and to  give information 

shown at all instances. 

ftplwffitonr K9fr i 

The following abbreviations have been used in this report: 

3CIC - 

BCSIR - 

IPB 

sq.ft. - 

m2 - 

1 ero re« 

1  lakh « 

Bangladesh CI-mical Industries Corporation 

Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial Be search 

The Sxport Promotion Bureau 

square feet 

square metre 

10,000,000 

100,000 

During the period of the project the Bangladesh Taka has 

•lowly increased its value compared to the US dollar, 

from 1 US8 » 15.55 Taka    to    1 US$ « 15.0 Taka. 
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SUWIARY 

A detailed study of the Leather Industry in Bangladesh has 

been carried out during the period 1/2 - 31/10   1977. 

The tanning industry consists of a large number of small 

tanneries, mainly located in Dacca, and a few larger and more 

modern factories, most of them in Chittagong.    Generally,  their 

production machines are rundown, often inoperative and unreparable. 

An ample supply of raw hides and skins are available, 

especially cow hides and goat skins.    The former are usually of a 

rather low quality, but the goat skins,  although just as the cow 

hides comparatively small and thin, belong to the best in the world 

as to the grainside.    There is, however, much to be wanted in the 

field of the treatment of the raw hides and skins, from the slaughter 

and curing to the grading and marketing. 

Almost all goat skins and most of the cow hides are exported 

in a tanned condition, but only as Wet Blues, one of the first stage• 

in the leather making process.    Intermediate, such as crust or ready» 

to-finish leathers and later completely finished leathers, which can 

be sold on the world market, is at present beyond the reach of the 

industry, due to lack of machines, technology, working skills, 

managerial abilities as well as marketing knowledge. 

Also the leather goods manufacturing industries demonstrate 

to a great extent the sene lack of skills, know-how and equipment 

necessary for an efficient, economic and qualitatively acceptable 

production. 
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It is recommended to make a concerted attack on 

these problems by implementine a UNDP, strongly industry oriented, 

technical assistance  project, ,?"-;h on described in Ar-nex IV« 

It is suggested that  Hie Institute of Leather Technology, Hazaribagh, 

Dacca, which today is only training technicians at relatively low 

levels,  should be reorganized and provided with rJfev f-wilities to take 

up all activities required for an efficient technical assistance to 

ensure  a favourable development of the teather Industry in Bangladesh. 

In the public  sector the BCIC (Bangladesh Chemical Industries 

Corporation) tanneries have also been studied with  the intention of 

finding ways to aid  them in transferring them into profitable units, 

balancing, modernizing and rationalizing their production facilities. 

The recent government decision to disinvest all these tanneries 

terminated the work. 

? .cca Leather Complex, t1     tannery cum shoe factory proposed 

to be erected by the  government, was aided from a technical point of 

view all through the negotiations for its implementation by a foreign 

company.    This offer was finally rejected, primarily out of economic 

considerations.   Recommendations as to how such a project 

as the  Dacca Leather Complex should be planned and executed are 

outlined, as are recommendations about a possible alternative of 

slowly developing the public sector tanneries fro« present factorisa 

into a modern leather complex« 
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INTRODUCTION 

Project background. 

The project originated in a suggestion made by Hr. R. Millar, 

UNDP, Dacca during his visit to UNIDO, Vienna on 3 July 1975. 

The first Pive-Year Plan, approved in November 1973, aimed 

at increasing the leather production more than 170J6 - from approxi- 

mately 62 to about 169 million square feet -, an increase partly to 

be achieved by better utilization ôf existing and by creating new 

production facilities. 

Bangladesh has sufficient raw hides and skins to sustain a 

healthy and rather large leather industry.    The raw material, 

however, except for a small part converted into relatively low grade 

finished leathers for the local market,  is processed almost 

exclusively into Wet Blues, which is only one of the first steps 

in the leather making process.    An important development, not the 

least from an economic point of view, would be the conversion of all 

or most of the wet Blues into finished leather. 

Yearly about 2.5 million cattle hides and 6.5 million goat 

skins are available in the country.    The cattle hides as a rule are 

small and thin and suffer from damages to the grain as well as the 

flesh side.    The goat skins, even if generally also small and thin, 

are on the other hand otherwise of a very good quality possessing 

a fins, smooth grain usually free fro« Ü*a4n damages. 
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Some 170 tanneries are found in the country, most of them 

snail with very little of mechanical equipment.    About 70 "cottage 

tanneries" have no auch equipment at all, but only pits and tanner's 

beams.    None of the factories can be said to be large and none is 

really modern in processing or equipment.    Only a very few tanneries 

have some modern machines and this is especially the case when 

considering leather finishing. 

Except for 10 plants in Chittagong and 2-3 at other places in 

the country all the tanneries are situated in the Razaribagh area of 

Dacca.    When Bangladesh was established 30 important tanneries were 

abandoned by their owners and subsequently nationalized by the 

government.    Today Bangladesh Chenical Industries Corporation (BCIC) 

under the  supervision of thrc  îanistry of Industries are operating 

7 of these tanneries in Dacca and 3 in Chittagong, while some of the 

others have been disinveated. 

BCIC is negotiating the establishment with bilateral financing 

of a leather complex cum shoe factory to produce finished leathers 

for export and shoes primarily for the local market. 

There are only a few mechanized shoe factories in the country, 

but a large number of snail units producing all kinds of shoes, 

including high fashion types, by simple hand methods.   .More to be 

termed handicraft industries, a few,  small factories tan reptile 

and other wild animal skins and manufacture thereof handbags, 

wallets, writing pads etc. for the local and tourist trade and 

exceptionally aleo for export. 
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With the large supply of hide8 and skins,  so far only partly 

processed in the country, and with an abundant supply of manpc :<:r the 

leather and leather goods manufacturing industries are considered to 

have very good prospects for further development.    Such a development 

will favourably and substantially influence  the economy of the country. 

A PAO mission (Report of a HIDES,  a:IKS AND ANIMAL BY-PRODUCTS 

MISSION TO SELECTED COUNTRIES III ASIA (BAKCLADESïï) ; Pood and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations;  Rome,  1Ç76) who visited Bangladesh 

in 1975, underlined the importance of the development in the sector, 

especially stressing tho need of iuprovements in the   treatnent    of 

the hides and skins and by-products utilization.    Projects for a 

Research, Development CUE Training Contre for Hides, Skins,Leather 

and Allied Byproducts, for 'Xinlity improvement of hides and skins - 

their grading, standardization and marketing r.nd for the Upgrading 

and strengthening of the  Institute of Leather Technology, Dacca were 

proposed. 

The mission suggested that the nationalized tanneries should 

be amalgamated into a few economically viable units pooling available 

resources and also thfit the government should go slow on the proposed 

leather cum shoe  factory, first carefully studying the sector, especially 

as to the availability and supply of raw materials. 

Official arrangements. 

The present project was authorised on 14 December 1976 and attached 

to the  Industries Division of the Ministry of Industries to work closely 

with the Dacca Leather Complex of BCIC.    Total UIIDP contribution was 

US? 26,800.    The project started 26 January 1977 and terminated 

8 November 1977. 

U - 
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9fr.1«9tlY»t 

The major objective of the project is to assist the Government 

of Bangladesh in the formulation and preparation of a project for 

assistance to the leather industry sector in Bangladesh. 

The Job Description, as amended by the Project Data Sheet, 

is attached as Annex I* 

FINDINGS 

The tanning Industry 

The tanneries. 

The leather tanning industry of Bangladesh is still in its 

early stage of development.    With the exception of one or two small 

units no tanneries existed  in the area during the colonial period. 

Almost all hides and skins collected there were ahi; hied west, usually 

to the many tanneries in Calcutta,  to be processed predominantly into 

so called East Indian Kips and Goat skins, both types vegetable  tanned. 

After the  separation from India, however, a local tanning industry 

developed rapidly, aided greatly by the influx of displaced tanners 

from Punjab and also by the establishment of subsidiary companies to 

already existing tanneries in the then 'test Pakistan.    Several units 

were set up in the Hasaribagh area in Dacca, some in Chittagong and a 

few in other parts of the country.    Most tanneries in Dacca were small 

family operations, but soon some bigger factories were also established 

and this was especially the case in Chittagong.    The number of units 
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grew in a very short period and it was estimated that just before 

independence there were more  than 200 hundred tanneries in the 

region. 

The struggle for independence also affected the tanning industry. 

Some 30 tanneries, among them some of the most productive, were aban- 

doned by their non-bengali owners and were subsequently taken over by 

the government.    Later, after a period of being organized as Bangladesh 

Tanning Corporation (BTC), they were brought under the management of 

Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corporation (BCIC), which now operates 

9 of them, having closed down or disinvested the rest (see BCIC Tanne- 

ries).    Some of the private tanneries have also closed down, a few new 

ones have been added, but as a result, it is today estimated that about 

170 tanneries are in operation more or less regularly.    Of these,  100 

are recognized by the government and can as such apply for licences to 

import necessary tanning materials and other checicals.    In the private 

sector moat factories belong to Bangladesh Tanners' Association, which 

has a membership of 139 companies.    71 of these are exporting and 68 

are producing for the local market only.    Apart from some ten tanneries 

in Chittagong, among which, however, are the largest and best equipped 

in the country, and a few in other towns, i.e. Jessore, Bogra and 

Nymensingh,  the other factories are concentrated in Dacca, all in the 

Hazaribagh area.    In 1976 a few of the most progressive and best 

equipped tanneries, 4 in Chittagong and 1 in Jessore, formed Bangladesh 

Leather Manufacturing Association in order to organize those  tanneries 

which intend and may have tte   facilities to produce crust and finished 

leathers for export.    The government have approved plans of a few 

private enterprises to build some modern tanneries able to make finished 

upper leathers in exportable qualities and quantities.    The government 
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has also authorized BCIC Jx> build a fairly large tannery cum shoe 

factory ^e Dacca Leather Coaplax). 

The tanneries aru very varied as to size, processing,  techno- 

logical standard, equipment, management, markets etc.    The quite small 

units, so called cottage tanneries, do not possess any mechanical 

equipment whatsoever.    The hides are cherucally treated in cuncrete- 

lined pits and all operations like fleshing and dehairing/scudding 

are done with hand tools on tanners' beam or,vas in the case of the 

setting-out, on smooth stone  3labs.    The  somewhat largor, but still 

very small tanneries have, besides the pits,  sene uoto^-driven paddles 

and drums for the chemical treateenta.    The mechanical work is also 

there dono by hand.    The  small to medium sized plants own some machines, 

but unfortunately most of  these have been so badly maintained as to 

be inoperative now.    In many factories could be seen a great number of 

such machines - for fleshing,  shaving, staking, buffing, glazing etc. - 

almost all rusted, broken down and in most caces u...jparable.    ~T?ry 

often,  and this due  to itt, ijap.>rtance for the production of Wet Blues, 

the only machine in operating condition in a plant  Is the fleshing 

aachine.    Even so, most of the hides and skins aro  still fleshed by 

hand.    Pew shaving machines are at work in the whole  country and 

those that are have no precision.    The maintenance even at the best 

factories is rather poor and consequently the machines are usually 

in a bad condition.    One exception is a factory in Chittagong, which 

with the  aid of a foreign technician is slowly renovating and 

enlarging its machinery. 
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Regarding the further processing from Wet Blues to finished 

leather it is clear that only a couple of factories, all in Chittagong, 

possess such machines that reasonably modern processing methods can be 

used.    No plant, however, has all necessary machines for the produc- 

tion of high quality finished leather, which can he exported at 

acceptable prices«    In the other factories the finished leathers are 

produced without any mechanical means, except perhaps a glazing 

machine. 

A few of the best equipped factories in Chittagong have been 

idle for several yoars or have at most only been working intermittently. 

During such circumstances the machines will undoubtedly detoriate 

and in the end they will be inoperable or even later unreparable. 

Whatever the reasons it is to be regretted from a national economic 

point of view that such a situation is allowed to continue. 

As mentioned earlier none of the present tanneries could be 

called large, when conpared with plants in other countries.    Although 

some companies produce large numbers of wet blue hides and skins,  Hie 

fact that the processing stops at Wet Blues, greatly reduces the 

significance of these numbers.    Thus, for example, the two, from the 

number of processed hides and skins, most important companies produced 

in the last fiscal year 1Ç76/77 about 325,000 cow hides plus 180,000 

goat skins and 100,000 cow hides plus 750,000 goat skins respectively. 

In both cases, the number of processed hides and skins would constitute 

a large tannery, if they were made into finished leathers.    However, 

from the number of people employed,   the space and machinery used, 

etc.  they must both of them only be  regarded as medium-eieed tanneries. 

 ii 
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Du« to ohengee inside the induetvy and unreliable statistics, 

earlier estimates as to number» «f turneries etc. have probably ^oen 

to high.    Without a thorough census it is unlikely that the  situation 

will be clarified.    In spite of this, fron data collected in the industry, 

an    attempt is nada  in tabi« I to estimate roughly the number of 

tanneries,   to classify thorn according to size etc., and to calculate 

their combined capacities.    All the fignr-es certainly suffer from 

errors, but they aro  given anyhow,  sinco  they still impart a useful 

picture of   the industry ".s a whole. 

TaM9  li Estimate of Tannery Sises. Huabers and Capacities. 

Installed Capacities 
Thousand pieces per year 

frnnm g}»«     mm—»t 

Medium-large       Pew modern 

Nim-     Vot Blue    Wet Blue Finished 
So!« Co» 

15 14 000 2 000 100 600 

Medium-snail Slightly             25 
meohaniied 

8 000 1.500 10C 250 

Small A few drums         60 5.000 3 500 200 250 

Cottage typ« Handtools only   70 

170 

- - 300 

700 

- 

All types 27 000 7 000 1 100 

A few comments arc necessary : 

- The figures collected mr« highly approxiaata and reflect 

often Tory roegh estimates. 

- Many eompmniei grossly over-estimate their oapaoities. 
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- Whan the tanner makes his estimates he often calculates 

with all possible waya of carrying through the proxies - 

if done usually detrimental to the quality - such as using 

pita parallel with druns. 

- ¡¡any, if not all,  tanneries have to work intermittently 

because of the fluctuating supply of raw hides and skins« 

During such conditions a much higher capacity is needed 

than if the factory could work at a constant rate of 

production. 

Aie cottage and anali tarme rie e eciploy each only a handful of 

people, usually composed of family members.    Only in 5-6 factories 

are found more than 100 workers and the upper limit is about 350. 

BCIC tanneries employ about 1,100 workers and staff in the tanneries 

and 150 staff members in the regional and main offices combined.    The 

private sector need proportionally much less staff.    All in all, it 

•ay be estimated that 4,000 - 4,500 people, workers and staff, are 

employed in the Leather tanning industry of Bangladesh. 

An ampio supply of water is important to a tannery*    The 

factories, which have their own wells, do not seem to have any 

problem, but those, which buy their water from the city, arc hit 

both by tho rather high price and the somewhat erratic supply.   As 

to the effluent. all the tanneries, unrestrained by any regulations, 

are able to discharge their used and polluted factory waters into 

available drains and streams without treatment.    It is obvious that 

this situation cannot remain unchanged indefinitely, but as yet no 

•taps to regulate the discharge have been taken by the authorities. 
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only the largest tanneries hav-> factory buildingn of brick" 

or concrete.    All other plants us? sh3d-lil<G   construction.!, vliic^, 

hovener,  in the circuì stances - clinr-tic, e co .iodica.", a 3 woll ai 

technical - must be   retardad   as acceptable, although improvements 

would be highly desirable. 

Procesqin^ 

The methodo used in Bangladesh to tan hide nateriala are aoro 

or leas similar to those coniionly employed elaeuh^ro.    DUJ to differen- 

ces in equipment they vary, however,  very ;iuch in detrain.    Also ins 

cher leal processes and recipoa, even in making the same end procuct, 

may differ iridely; some recipes are very old,  s ou e fairly not/. 

Different types of processes are of course necessary for different 

kinds of leather.    In Annex II will be found a si pio flow chart 

showing generally employed tanning process with special reference to 

conditions in Bangladesh. 

liost of the cow li ides and air 031 all goat skins are processed 

into "Vbt BIUOB". which is only tho first step in the making of 

chrone-tanned upper leathers.    Aie hair is renoved and the first, basic 

tanning io done with chrome-salts giving a bluish colour to  the still 

noist, •geaj.-tannod leather.    Some cow hides aro also in Bangladesh 

further processed through a number of ope rat'0:1s, as re tanning, 

dyeing,  fatliquoring and drying,  inJo sani--finisted.   'crust' leathers, 

•one tine a by adding a few opération." into rcady-to-finish leathers. 

These are all internfidiato leather producta, net yet finished, but 

having a substantial added value compared to Wet Blues. 
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The finished leather, to^ftjr olíaost exclusively intended for 

the local market, is usually produced under wry primitive conditions. 

The leather is dried in the sun, nailed to wooden frames*    The finish 

coats, containing coloured pigments or dyes and binders, are then 

applied mamuilly with r brush.    Removed from the frames the leather 

Is glased in a glazing machino or ironed by hand.    The resulting 

leather is stiff and uneven in its colour and brilliance.    It is 

obvious,  that no high quality or even fair finished leather can be 

produced in this manner.    The best of the finished leather* produced 

today would not be accepted on the international market at prices 

that would pay for the extra processing costs from 'fot Blues to 

finished leather. 

The technical know-how, also among trained personnel, is 

generally rather outdated and restricted.    Often the chemical processe* 

are not well understood.    As a result, inappropriate practices and 

inconsistent applications are frequent.    In the cose of Wet Blue 

production some irregularities repeatedly observed aro t 

- Mistakes are made in calculating proper amount of 

chemicals according to recipe. 

- The weighings ars done in a haphazard way - often 

approximate amount ars measured in a bucket by eyesight 

only. 

- The Impórtanos of correct tempe retures - in bating, for 

example, but also in other processes - is not fully 

recognized.    Variations load to inconsistent qualities. 
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- 11» lifting is inadequate, resulting in incomplete pickle 

and chrome penetration, deficiencies that will later cause 

grave difficulties in the further processes, especially if, 

as ie common today, very soft leathers are aimed for. 

- The fleshing done by hand ia uneven, leaving areas still 

covered by flesh tissues, which later will impede proper 

and even penetration. 

- The chrome tanning is carried out or terminated at too low 

a pH.   During shipping, which usually takes a considerable 

time, free acid might be released to cause severe damage 

to the grain. 

A very few tanneries practice some test for the control of 

processes, such as the boiling tost.    Even pH papers are sometimes 

found, but the use of these and other control weans is generally 

perfunctory and very seldom leads to any action.    Kcst tanneries do 

not use any controls at all. 

The know-how about the further processes, up to and inoluding 

finishing is even more United. 

The productivity in all the  tanneries is certainly low 

compared to that found in the industrialized countries.    Due to the 

completely different product mixes it is also useless to try to 

expresa the difference in figures - they will never be comparable. 

•s yet the low productivity is also less important because of the 

low pay scale.    The labour cost Is very snail compared, for example, 

J 
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to raw hide cost.    To many tanner« it ia therefor© highly convenient 

to keep a largo working force to be ablj to produce at peak, w"   .1 

the supply of hide« and skins is abundant. 

Raw mterials 

fl» availability of dooostic raw hides and skins is the basis 

for the leather tanning industry.    This raw material ia, however, 

only a by-product of the meat production and the numbers available 

each year do not depend on the derr.nd from the tanning industry, but 

on mont prices, feeding conditions, ritual sacrifices, etc.    The 

estimates of livestock and slaughterings are very conflicting and no 

reliable statistics seem to exist.    During the struggle for independence 

a large nunber of animals, especially cattle, wero mass slaughtered, 

others vere destroyed or lost through the storms and floods, all of 

which han added to the difficulties in evaluating the situation.    In 

reosnt years the livestock seemr to have been rebuilt up to about its 

foruer strength, but further expansion of any importance appears 

improbable without radically chanced feeding conditions. 

The take-off or slauehter of cattle should, however, bo 

possible to increase coi Kiderably by better breeding practices.    In 

Bangladesh the take-off appears to represent a little over 10$ of the 

livestock, while in Europe or USA this figure would be between 35J< and 

Thore are four main types of domestic hides and skins; Cattle 

hides (cow hides and calf skins), Buffalo hides, Goct skins and Sheep 

akin«.    The widely differing estimates of livestock numbers and 

U 
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slaughterings are reflected in tabic II, which hao been collected 

or t'educted from various reports and communications. 

Livestock 
between 

Sinusite rings 
between 

Available 
Hides or Skins 

Cattle 18 and 26 2.1 and 3*1 2.5 

Buffalo 0.4 and 0.7 0.05 and 0.16 0.15 

Qoats 6 and 12 4.5 and S 6.5 

Sheep 0.6 and 0.8 0.2 and 0.5 0.3 

• Commonly accepted numbers, used in the trade to express the 

probable availability. 

Because of the poor feeding conditions the cattle in Bangladesh 

i« usually underfed and the animals arc conparatively small.    The area 

yield of the cattle hides is ordinarily only little more than half of 

that of European animals of the ciano sex and age.    This has a positive 

side In that the substance and the grain of the cow hides aro similar 

to those of large calf skins.    Conseouently,  as such, they should i^ave 

been very suitable for the production of high class upper leathers of 

all kinds.    They are, however, often much dauaged, on the grainaide as 

well as on the flesh side, showing a number of defects caused by wounds, 

•cratches, insects, diseases, uncleanliness, bad flaying and incorrect 

or late curing.    As a result the hides can generally only be used for 

lower quality types of upper leather, often corrected on the grain or 

processed into specialty Ionthere. 

U- 
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A characteristic feature of tho cou hidc3 i.s the moro or 

lesa pronounced hupp belo»; the rwclc.    I?; a tonnory machino  such a 

hump might be cut througli by the blades of tho cylinders and serious 

damages caused to tho hide.    To avoid this it is often necessary to 

Cut the hides into halves, an operation that sometimes reduces the 

valu« of the em product, as in tho case of garment and furniture 

leathers. 

Botter quality hides and skins are usually obtained from tho 

slaughterings in connection with the Ourbani festival as the animals 

selected for this purpose arc treated exceptionally veil before being 

sacrificed. 

Some heavy cow and ox hides will of course be found.    They are 

used mainly to produce, chrome-or vegetable-tanned, mechanical 

leathers.    Sene are also used for sole leather and heavy uppor 

leather. 

The real calf skins,  still analler than tin? cow hides, are 

in general ouch loss damagad on the grain side, but they exhibit 

the usual bad flaying, often vith deop cuts on the flesh side, 

which immediately will reduce their usefulness.    Almost all are 

used for upper leathers of different kinds. 

Tt* buffaloes aro kept as work beasts and they are much 

bigger Uien -the cow cattle.    The hides are therefore fairly heavy. 

Tho grain is very coarcj, exhibits many defeots and ino hump, very 

pronounced on tho so animale, greatly interferes in the meohanioal 

processes of making upper leather.    The buffalo hides are used to 
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produco sole or industriai leathers, whore  the negativ» features 

aro of less irportnnco.    Th» number of iáieso hidet, ia very r_^ . 

and certainly not great enough to supply all the solo leather that 

could be sold locally. 

From an export point of view,  the goat akins arc the most 

important raw material for the tanning industry.    TV>? goats aro kept 

on all farms as sea vendor a and provide an important part of the meat 

•upply.    They have a high reproduction rate  and tho nuabor of skin« 

available each year is therefore fairly groat.    The take-off may be 

aa high M 80^ of the IJmstock population, 

Sven these aniñáis, however, are normally very soall,   Hie use 

of the akins will thus bo  souewhat reotricted.    They are,  for example, 

very seldou being used for garment leathers, which otherwise  is an 

important outlet for goat skins from other parts of the world.    On 

the other hand, although soall and thin, tiie goat skins must    be 

regarded as aiaong the best quality goat skins existing.    Their 

very fine and tight grain is appreciated everywhere in the  trade, 

thty are often undamaged on the grainside, without scratch«.* or pock 

marks.    Mor« than half the skins are pulled instead of bei»« flayed 

and consequently Bhow very little if any cuts on the floshside.    As 

in the case of cow hides,  tho goat sl-ino obtained after the  f^irbani 

festival are generally of a better quality. 

The Bangladesh goat skins are primarily used in the indus- 

trialised countries to produco high fashion slior> upper and «love 

leathers of excellent qualities, fetching -rary good prices on the 

world Barkot. 
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_are relatively rare in Bangladesh.    The skins, except 

for those quantities exported, are used mainly by snail tanneries, 

which process then in many differ«né ways to satisfy local demands 

for shoe linings,  glove, garment and fur leathers, to mention a few 

products* 

Hide Market Conditions 

To avoid danages due to putrefaction be for« delivering them to 

the  tanneries the fresh hides are treated with contion salt«   Thus cured» 

the salted or wet salted hideti or skins,  as  the y are now called, may 

under special conditions be kept almost indefinitely before processing 

them further.    The  curing is effected either by tho slaughterer or by 

the hide collectors, but if not properly done or if the hides are kept 

in stock under bad  conditions - high tenpcratures and humidities are 

particularly dangerous - curing damages may appear that will eventually 

lower the quality to a marked degree.    Such curing faults can be observed 

rather frequently in the tanneries. 

It is estimated, that only 10- 155* of all slaughterings take 

place in approved,  municipio slaughterhouse s.    The majority of the 

animals are killed at any convenient place in the villages or at the 

shed of a butcher.    The hides are flayed rathor carelessly and 

in most cases the by-products, such as blood, bones, horns and hooves 

are going completely to waste.   In some slaughterhouses the Agriculture 

Karketing Directorate keep trained personnel to help in Improving the 

flaying.   Some resulto ham been achieved, but there is still a lot to 

be done. 
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In Dacca there is one cattle  slaughterhouse at Hazaribagh and 

one goat slaughterhouse in the old town.    Both aro ovned by the 

Municipality, but rented out on a yearly basis to an operator, who 

has put in the highest bid for the use of the facilities.    These 

consist in reality only of a large concrete floor with channels 

for tht drainage of blood etc., a- rack with hooka for ausponding 

the whole or part of the animal, a simple roof covering the    premises 

and a supply of water.    The owner of an animal pays a straight fee 

for the killing and flaying and he will remove both meat and hide or 

•kin, usually selling the latter to a hide collector.    There exista a 

regulation forbidding private slaughterings, but under present conditions 

this is impossible to enforce. 

Before independence a much needed, modern slaughterhouse was 

projected by Dacca Municipality.    The equipment was bought and, on 

the site selected just outside the city, soma buildings were erected. 

Because of the intervening struggle for independence  the work was 

stopped and haa not yet been started again.    Iîuch of the equipment 

has in the meantime doteriormted through rust etc., and it is very 

difficult to find a way to determine how much con be used and how 

auch must be replaced.    A rmpid solution to this problem is voxy 

much needed. 

There being very few regular slaughter houses,  the hides and 

skin« are bought piecemeal from all over the country by collectors, 

who will in his turn sell to another, bigger collector and so on, 

until the hides and skins, sometimes after having passed several 

middlemen, reach tho hide market»    The knowledge of how to handle 

and cure hide material is very limited, especially at the first 
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stag., j 01 the collecting procec,. and it is thus opsily understood, 

that a lot of hides and skins nruat be badly damaged through putrifec- 

tion,  sun burns, etc.  on th<?ir way to the tanneries.    How much, that 

is lost this way is of course impossible to establish, but well- 

infomed sources estimate the losses to be up to 30^ of the  total 

value of the hides and skins. 

At the hide market the raw stock is made up into lots, usually 

of very mixed sizes and qualities.    The  tanner,  in purchasing lots of 

these kinds, will have great difficulties in assessing them and much 

guess-work and gambling is involved.    The lack of proper grading and 

also bad trade practices often employed are keenly felt by many 

tanners.    It is significant,  that some of the most successful Wet 

Elue tanners are former hide dealers. 

The hides and skins represent for the   tanner the greater 

part of    io production costs and Tiuch capital is n< oded to buy and 

stock this raw material.    This is the case in normal tinos, but when 

the prices are soaring,  which happenc frequently in this very much 

fluctuating market, the  lack of capital and the obtaining of bank or 

other crodits poac a very real problem.    Comparing the capacities of 

the tanneries with the supply,  it is evident that u^.^ are nut bnou¿h 

hides and skins in Bangladesh to keep the Industry running all the 

time, except at a low capacity utilization.    The conpetition for the 

hides and skins is consequently at all times very keen. 

V- 
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Indu«trv Performance f 

Already before independence the tanneries of the region had 

started to export Vet Blues to the world market, but rruch finished 

upper leathers was also sent to Pakistan,    unfortunately it is 

impossible to identify hou much of the leather was finished and how 

much was Wet Blues.    At present practically 100$ of  the exported 

leather is Vfet Blue.    The  following table summarizes the  total pro- 

duction of  the tanning industry during a few recent years. 

leather Production    (all numbers in million) MM« Uh 

Type  of leather 

Finished upper leather.sq.ft 

Vegetable sole leather, lbs 

Industrial leather,lbs 

Wet Blue leather, sq.ft. 

(Export Sales sq.ft. 

(       " "      Taka 

Capacity ^Jl 1271 Jan-June 75 

23.8 3.3       5.73           4.17 

3.23 0.88      2.21            0.82 

0.1 0.16     0.25            0.02 

50 33.04 36.60         12.51 

24.99   31.30 

95.13 144.45 

19.72 ) 

31.23 

The export of wet blue leathers will bo elaborated below.    As to 

finished upper leather, calculating the need froir the local leather 

ahoe industry     it also seems probable, that yearly some 4 to 5 million 

square feet or at the most 300,000 cow hides are processed at present. 

In the official statistics the volume of leathers, when stated, 

is expressed in cwt (nearly 50 kgs) or in tons, both rather useless 

in ths case of leather.    It would have been much more convenient,  if 

*• volume «as expressed botti in area (either sq.ft. or m2) and in 

V- 
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in -L„   cese of IcUher.    It woulu Vavs been n.uc.i nore convenient, 

if the volume VLS cxpr-jsed boti, in area (either sq.ft. or 21 ) : al 

in pieces - preferably the former if it is possible to give only 

one figure.    Often the   types are also mixed or confused and earlier 

there were no separate figures for goat skins, which all made it verv 

difficult to analyse  the situation.    To obtain a better basis for the 

estimates a detailed study of the wot blue  leather uxport during the 

year 76/77 was carried out,  the relevant doevmenta made available 

through the Secretary,Statistics Division, TIinif try of Planning. 

Fron this study table  IV has been compiled. 

Table  IV,        Vet Blue  Leather    Export    1/7 1976 - 50/6 1977 

Thousand      Thousand Thousand 
Leather tvi'd Tona Pieces Square, feet Taka 

Wet Blue Cow &      & 499 2 088 46 662 336 565 
Calf 

II II Gcav - 31V 4 575 16 ?04 242 891 
II II üjAcop C-i 158 710 6 367 

Total 10 90P 6 821 63 276 586 023 

Fx J-\ • thio tibie   Lhe following is calci'la tod : 

Table  V. Convaraion Factirs    1976/77 UvgmGfc'N 

Leather type EffiZgioce, RfsZSUT.1 Sq.ft./piece 

Wet Blue Cov & Cilf 4.1 0.18 22.3 

"      "      Coat 0.51 0,14 3.7 

"      Sheep 0.59 0,13 4.5 
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The conversion factors have to bo used with care} water 

content, degree of fleshing and trimming,  selection, sizes etc may 

change them considerably.    Still, assuming that they are roughly 

correct,  it is possible to find some further information from the 

official statistics.    Rearranging the figures fron Bangladesh Bureau 

of Statistics,  and adding those found above for 1976/77, the following 

table is obtained (Round figures indicate numbers arrived at with the 

help of the conversion factors above.) 

Ye ar   1973/74 1974/75 

52 046 

1975/76 

165 217 

1976/77 

Vaiu£ Cow & Calf 47 983 336 565 

Thousand Goat 128 387 132 496 310 204 242 891 

Taka Sheep 

Total 

# # 
6 15Ç 

481 577 

6 367 

176.;"0 184 542 586 023 

Net Cow * Calf 5 218 5 429 8 340 8 499 

Weight Goat 3 201 3 023 3 568 2 317 

Tons Sheep 

Total 

* # 
123 

12 049 

93 

8 419 8 452 10 909 

Number Cow * Calf 1  270 1 320 2 030 2 088 

Thousand Goat 6 300 5 900 7 000 4 575 

Pieces Sheep 
Total 

* * ?.'* 158 
7 570 7 220 9 240 6 821 

ÀSSA Cow ft Calf 29 000 30 000 46 000 46 662 

Thousand Goat 23 000 22 000 26 000 16 904 

Square feet Sheep 
Total 

# * 

?2~ÔcÔ" 52 000 63 000 64 276 

Average Cow ft Calf 1.7 1.7 3.6 7.21 
Ûlçe Goat 5.5 6.0 11.9 14.37 

Tk/Sq.ft. Sheep * * 6.5 8.97 

(*) Sheep are added to Goat. 
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Another interesting result of the  study of 76/77 exports was 

a table of countries of destination : 

Table VII. Destinations of Wet Blue Leathers in 1976/77 

Country 
Thousand 1 

Cow & Calf 
'ieces of 

Goat 

994 

Wet Blue 
Sheep 

110 

Million 

Italy 1 599 312 

USSR 3 1 308 - 85 

Prance 110 1  280 33 70 

UK 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of 
Rumania 

215 

50 

38 

12 

187 

150 

2 

35 

18 

15 

Japan 3 126 5 9 
Bulgaria 27 78 - 8 

Spain - 144 8 8 

CMChoslovakia 14 45 - 5 

8 other countries 29 251 - 21 

Total 2 088 4 575 168 586 

Italy is by far the biggest purchaser, in value   baking more than 

half of the wet blue products.    This is quite natural, recognizing that 

Italy is a very important shoe-making country.    As to goat skins, however, 

both the    USSR and Prance have been importing bigger quantities« 

In these countrios, and especially in the      USSR, the ¿oat skins 

used primarily for glove leather, which • fact points to the need of 

thinking not only of shoe upper leathers when contemplating a product 

mix of finished leathers. 

Prom the study a list could also be compiled, showing the distri- 

bution of the exports between the local producers.    Of the 68 exporter« 

probably 3 or 4 were trading companies, buying up wet blue leather from 

different tanneries and exporting them under their own nane. 
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Itfrl« mit     1976/77 Wet Blue leather fanort Piatribution between Companies. 

W>9r 9f C«pajiitof Ran« in million Tak« 

2 

5+ 

12 

65 - 70   each 

20-35     " 

10-20     » 

36 

10 

3 

1-10     " 

0.1- 1        » 

0-0.1    " 

(+)   BCIC, counted as o¿¡e_ company, ia included here, but was selline 

products from 9 tanneries   1976-77. 

¿Stift 

Typical, average 1976/77 production costs for Vfet Blue Goat skina 

and Cow hides are shown in Table IX.    As reiterated earlier the export 

prices have fluctuated very much during this period and so have 1he raw 

hide and skir    prices.    It oust also be  remembered that costs may differ 

relatively widely between different tanneries etc. 

IlfelS-ÏÏL     Cpsta of Wet Blue Production in Taka/so.ft. and in < of Tot«l. 

Raw materials, Hide ft Skin 

" " Chemicals, etc. 

Wages ft Salaries 

Energy, Water etc. 

Interests 

Overhead, Selling expanses 

Total Manufacturing costs 

Goat Skins 
JL. 

Cow Rides 
Isla       < 

13.10 91.0 5.60 77.7 

0.85 5.9 1.25 17.4 

0.12 0.8 0.12 1.7 

0.01 0.1 0.01 0.1 

0.02 0.1 0.02 0.3 

0.30 2.1 0.20 2.8 

14.4 100 7.2 100 

^ 
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It is quite obvious that tiie raw materials costs art totally 

dominating, representing about 1/7 and 91$ of total cost« for «ont 

skins and cow hides respectively.    In the case of goat skins,  these 

aloro represent more  than 90$ and even for cow hides the equivalent 

figure is more than 75$.    All other costs are accordingly unimportant 

compared to even small fluctuations in the hide or skin prices. 

Only a few chemicals,  i.e. common salt, lime and sulfuric 

acid, of those necessary for the tanning processes are obtainable 

locally in Bangladesh.    All the  rest, which include  the most important 

ones, must be imported, mainly from Europe.     The Federal Republic of Germany 

is the biggest supplier of the different kinds of tanning materials.    Some 

important materials as chrome salt are also sometimes obtained from 

India and China, although the European chemicals are preferred as 

more consistent in their compositions.    The prices for imported 

chemicals vary very much depending on quality, shipping distance and 

country of origin.    Generally apeaking, the imported chemicals cost 

CIP 50-100$ more than in Europe or USA because of shipping costs, 

risk premiums etc.    To the prices must be added the import duty, 

ranging usually from 55 to 115$.    For  the chemicals used in the 

tanneries the average import duty comes out at about 100$.    On top 

of this, however, must further be added a sales tax of 20$.    The 

locally produced chemicals are up to five times as expensive as in 

western countries, but, as shown, their total cost is still very 

small compared to the hide or skin cost. 

All tanneries registered with the Ministry of Industry may 

obtain import licences for necessary chemicals up to a certain mount. 

._.    v* 
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Most tanneries, must, however, also buy additional chemicals imported 

against licences acquired through export performances.    Almost nil the 

cottage and other small tanneries buy their tanning materials and 

other chemicals in this way from exporting tanneries. 

Other costs like energy and water are more expensive, but not 

extremely BO, than in the industrialized countries.    Depreciation 

(105É is allowed on fixed capital) is of course very low due to the 

generally primitive factory buildings and simple production machines. 

Packaging and shipping costs are relatively high.    For exports wooden 

crates lined with polyethylene films have been used and  still the 

shipping lines consider Wet Blues packed in this way as "dirty goods", 

which will be among the last to come abroad.    For this reason shipments 

of wet blue leather might have to wait a long time in Chittagong 

before being loaded which besides delivery problems also causes 

increased costs. 

Incentives. 

Incentives for the export of non-traditional items like 

leather (including Wet Blues) have been in use for quite seme time« 

Although there was a sales tax of 20# on raw hide and skins, Export 

Performance Licences (XPL),were also granted, releasing 20# of the 

exported value for Imports of other materials.    Furthermore, the 

duties on imported chemicals were paid back  (draw backs) according 

to a flat rate of 0.2 and 0.36 Taka/Sq.ft» of goat and cow wet blue 

leather respectively« 

w 
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In July 1977 these conditions were changed in order to try to 

induce vae tanners to process tua hides and skins .urther.    The sales 

tax has remained and on all wet blue leather a 10JÉ export duty is levied. 

The 20^ XPL for the wot blue leather also remains, but instead a 40JÍ 

XPL is granted on the exports of crust and finished leathers and on 

manufactured goods.   The draw backs for wet blue leather have been can- 

celled, but for crust and finished leathers they will be granted 

according to actual value of the import duties paid, usually in the 

range of 0.7 - 0.8 Taka/sq.ft. 

Profitability. 

The production of Wet Blues is really only another and better 

way to present and grade the raw hides and skins.    That the change has 

been highly profitable from a national point of view is quite evident 

from a look at  the situation before the Wet Blue epoch and at the 

export sales development before and after independence.    For the 

individual tanner, who is exporting, profit and losa is entirely 

dependent on the relation between raw hide and skin prices and the 

sales.prices achieved, plus the gain that can be made through the 

import licences,  obtained as export incentive (XPLta). As a matter of 

fact, be it the producers on the farm, the hide collectors or the 

hide dealers, it is the people in the raw hide and skin supply chain 

that have had the greatest advantage of this development.    The raw 

hide prices per unit have reached a level very near to, or sometimes 

higher than that of tho wet blue export prices.    This situation has 

forced the  tanner into being primarily a dealer.    Buying raw material, 

selling the wet blue leathers and using the import licences advantageously 

V- 
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is more important for his profit, than any action he  can take in the 

tannery itself.    it is therefore also easy to explain the evident 

lack of interest in better processing methods, productivity, develop- 

ment and the like. 

Future Outlook - Marketing considerations. 

Domestic demand in Bangladesh will probably grow at a slow 

rate.    Taking into account the necessarily slow increase in earning 

power and the relatively high prices of leather products, which prices 

are very unlikely to decrease since the high cost of the  raw hides is 

and will be predominant, it will certainly take a long tine for the 

demand to grow to such proportions that sophisticated machines etc., 

for this reason alone, would have to be introduced.    Available 

buffalo hides,  lower selection cow hides and a great part of the 

sheep skins will also in the future be tanned and finished for the 

local shoe and leather goods manufacturing industries. 

On the export market there can be seen no great changes as to 

the wet blue leather, since almost all available hides and skins are 

now processed and the prices have reached more or less those normal 

to the world market's.    Certainly improvements, especially in quality 

and process consistency, could and should be aimed for, improvement« 

that surely would lead to significantly higher priceB. 

The real changes, however, would take place if further pro- 

cessing would be carried out to any greater extent, in the first 

placa into crust or xnadv-to-finish and later into finished leathers. 

*— 
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The advantages would be obvious: above all added value and as 

a consequency increased forcipi exchange earnings, but also >- 

classification of the hides and skins, loss shipping weight and 

easier packaging - "cleaj'. goods".    Nevertheless there are some 

aspects of such a new marketing situation, which hrs to be recognized. 

Further processing will sharply narrow the possibilities of utilization 

in the  countries of destination,  resulting in a smaller market to 

explore and more competition to deal with.    The negative  influence 

of the great distance  to the significant markets will also grow 

considerably.    The Bangladesh goat skins,  for example,  fetch very 

good prices as wet blues because they can be made  into very high 

class fashion leathers in special finishes and colours and thereby 

still be profitable.    To accomplish this, however, a close cooperation 

between the  tanner and the customer and very short delivery and 

shipping times are necessary conditions, which are extremely difficult 

if not impossible to attain in this country.    The methods used for the 

production of the high fashion leathers are very sophisticated ¿aid 

the workers highly skilled-    The further processing of goat skins is 

thus to be approached cautiously and with the understanding, that to 

reach an acceptable level in Bangladesh will require much time, great 

efforts, new technical know-how and skills and compara ti ve ly larpe 

investments in new machinery. 

In the  case of cow hides, further processing should certainly 

be profitable,  in the first stage  to crust and latej to completely 

finished leathers.    The  raw material is of a lower quality and 

consequently the wet blues fetch comparatively low prices on the 

world marlœt.    Finished leathers, properly processed, although 
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generally not expected to fetch very high prices due  to circumstances 

already uescribed, should nevertheless bring in a considerably '"Teased 

amount of foreign exchange.    Even in this case,  improved and new techno» 

logies and machines are required. 

The economic gains for the country in finishing its cow hides 

can be roughly calculated from a typical costs/salec estimation, such 

as the one in Table X.    The estimation has to be used cautiously - 

as shown earlier the prices of all kinds of leather have been 

fluctuating very much this year and at the samo time it must be 

realized,  that the costs may vary much between different tanneries. 

Table X .       Costs/sales estimation (August 1977). 

Costs in Taka/SQ.ft. 

Hide material 

Chemicalc etc. 

Wages, salaries 

Other inputs 

Manufacturing profit 

Coif Hide Leathers 

'fet Blue &U8.-L Finished 

7.50 7.50 7.50 

1.25 2.20 3.25 

0.15 0.30 0.85 

0.20 0.35 0.55 

0 1.85 2.95 

Export prices 9.1 12.2 15.1 

In the fiscal year 1976/77 was exported 46.7 million sq.ft. 

wet blue cow and calf leather, bringing in 336.6 million Taka in 

foreign exchange earnings (table IV).    Using the above ratio between 

er.Dort prices, which can be done to calculate approximate figures, 

the same amount of crust or finished leather should have brought 

U 
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in 451 and 559 million taka, i.e. increased foreign exchange earnings 

of 114 and 222 million taka respectively. 

Recognizing that thu goat finishing is a more complicated 

matter, in the long range even that should be possible to accomplish. 

In such a case the total export earnings in today's prices, and also 

taking into account other measures in the treatment of raw hides and 

skins, should eventually reach and pass 1 billion taka - from present 

586 million taka. 

In the private industry the interest for further processing is 

evident.    The experiments in this field have so far, however, hardly 

been encouraging, because of the low qualities achieved.    It is 

obvious, and almost all interested parties agree to this, that new 

tochnical methods have to be introduced and this can only be done 

through a technical aid program with experts from abroad.    Joint 

ventures with a partner having extensive technical and marketing 

knowledge would in this sense be by far the best solution in any 

individual case. 

Jja^hej^o^dj^Prj^jic^on k 

There are 5 so called mechanised shoe factoría« in Bangladesh. 

The biggest, member of a well-known international chain of shoe factories 

and shoe shops, has a large, well equipped and managed factory, 

producing about 6,000 pairs of leather and 4,500 non-leather shoes per 

day.    The shoes are very simple in design and composition, the 

200-300 pairs per day of high fashion shoes sold by the company are 

manufactured for them by small units, employing only a few workers each. 

^- 
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The design ani techniques necessary h*s been taught by the purchasing 

company, who has also set the rvality standard to be followed. 

The other mechanized factories are not producing up to their 

capacities for several reasons; lack of capital,  technology, manage- 

ment experience, maintenance etc.    Some arc very much run-down with 

rusted and inoperable machines.   Again the lank of proper maintenance 

is an obvious problem. 

is to the small units, most of them are located in the old 

town, Dacca, but many are also found in other towns of the country. No 

statistics exists as to their number, but in Dacca alone there are 

believed to be more than a thousand of such small family factories, 

producing all kinds of leather and non-leather footwear.    Typically, 

the daily production of high fashion leather shoes, for example, in 

such a unit would be between 7 and 15 pairs.    It is estimated that 

all in all about 2-3 million pairs of all kinds of leather footwear 

is produced annually in Bangladesh. 

A few small factories produce leather goods: travel bags, hand 

bags, wallets, beauty boxes and so on for the local market and the 

tourist trade»    Some factories also carry out tanning of reptile and 

other wild animal skins for their own leather goods production.    The 

processes employed are usually either primitive, vegetable or simple, 

alun tannages.   Some of them also export pickled skins, such as water 

snake, in quit« big quantities. 
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Although some time 8 very auch in demand by tourists,  the 

leather goods articles mentioned are usually of a fairly poor 

workmanship and  tiie tannais of a low quality.    Without doubt 

could much better economic results be obtained from the raw mater- 

ials in question : snakes, lizards,   crocodiles, fur skins etc, with 

proper tanning and manufacturing methods and skills.    Even in this 

area technical assistance is in great need. 

Related_Activitie s. 

Export Promotion Bureau (EPS). 

Created to aid the exportero in their relations with foreign 

buyers on one hand find the government authorities on the other, this 

government agency has a special department for leather and this 

department has made, and is making- efforts that are very much 

appreciated by the trade,  the tanning industry as   «ell as the 

leather goods manufacturing industries.    This year the government 

has also decided to give EPB an autonomous status, which will facili- 

tate its decision making and its cooperation with industry etc. 

EPB promotes goods from Bangladesh through fairs and exhibitions 

abroad, through trade delegations to different countries and by other 

means.    Leather and leather goods are often involved in these acti- 

vities.    The bureau has repeatedly pointed out the deficiencies inside 

the leather industry, more or less agreeing with those observed here, 

and has also underscored the  importance of inducing the tanning 

industry to process the hides and skins further. 

.J 
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In its "Proposed report Policy 1977-60, June 11,  1S77, EPB", 

the bureau has suggested a series of measures for  the development of 

the leather industry and its trade.    The industry-related proposals 

are very sinilar to those of this report. 

Research and Développent (RED) - BCSIR. 

No tannery in Bandln do sh has any R<?I) department.    As to mere 

sophisticated research this is understandable under the  circumstances, 

but at least  the larger tanneries should have had some  organized 

development work going on.    The little  that is beine done  is always 

carried out by the technical manager in charpe dii-ectly in the factory. 

For the tanning industry as n whole soné R¿D work i" carried out 

by tiie Bancladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (DCSIK) 

in Dacca.    In its laboratories at Hirpur Road, DharmonOi  is also found 

a leather Technology Division, employing a staff of four cud   five 

helpers.    There are some testing and pilot plant machines, but for 

a more organized RC-D work the  division is too poorly staffed and the 

equipment totally inadequate.     In spite of this, some  15 industrial 

processes have been developed earlier and leased to industry.    At the 

moment, hovever,  these activities are more or loss doiiaant.    The work 

has mainly concerned 

- isolating tanning materials from indigenous trees or their bark 

- utilization of same for different tanning purposes 

- processes to manufacture industrial leathers 

- use of hide and leather wastes. 
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BCSIH has had plana to enlarge  tho loather division and to 

diversify its activities.    A sito for rew laborr.toiy building -• 

Nayarhat, about  tventythree miles northwest of Dacca, had been selected 

and 1.1 million Tnka have already been spent on the project.    The 

government, however, suspended the project in 1972 due to economic 

difficulties.    In 1976 a revision of the project uas undertaken and 

this revision is now under discussion. 

Tyajl^n/f The  Institute of Leather Technology 

The institute,   located in Hazoribagh, is devoted only to the 

teaching of students in the leather technologies.    It has, however, 

a large ground, excellent buildings with class rooms, laboratories 

and offices, a lecture hall, which has never boon used, and a very 

good tannery building with a nearly complete range of tanning 

machines  (pilot plant).    Unfortunately, due to the alnost negligible 

use of the machines and the inadéquat» maintenance, most of the 

machines and other equipment, as drums and paddles, are inoperable. 

Funds for maintaining the machines and for buying necessary raw 

materials to run them have also been uuch too small.    Thus,  this year 

only 10,000 and 30,000 Takn were granted for these purposes, which of 

course is far short of vhrt is necessary to koep machines and equip- 

ment in reasonable working conditions.    By t is time much of the 

equipment has also become outdated and obsolete through the rapid 

technical developments of later yearo.    Apart from these circumstances 

the machinery at the institute by far surpasses most of those of the 

largest tanneries in Bangladesh and it must be regarded as a near 

tragedy that the equipment cannot be used to a better purpose. 

^ J 
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The institute offers three different courses: a 3-year 

diplour and a 2-ycar certificato course in leathor technology and 

c one-year course for technicians in shoe and leathor goods manufac- 

turing.    Last year for the first timo  since independence,  the students 

from the 3-yoar diploma course were examined.    The  total number of 

students at the institute is at the moment 105. 

Unfortunately, due to lack of competent teachers in the 

speciality of leather technology,  the ratter low educational level 

of the student's body in generai and the lack of physical facilities 

in laboratories and pilot plant,  the students leaving the institute 

cannot be regarded as leatiier technologists of international standard. 

To be able to assist in the much needed conversion of the tanning 

industry of Bangladesh into a modern and efficient industry, the 

teaching and training at the institute must be upgraded. 

Only tiie principal, BuD.  in tanning chemistry from the 

University of Leeds, and his assistant are trained in the science of 

loather.    Host of the  ter.ching staff of 10 are university graduates 

in chemistry, business administration or the like.    A few are leather 

technicians of a rather low level from Dacca or Madras.    To this could 

be added five specialist workers who are instructors in the pilot 

plant. 

Dacca Leather Complex. 

The then Bangladesh Tanneries Corporation, when originally 

organised, made plans to establish 3 integrated tanneries cum shoe 

factories.    Two of these were includod in the first Pive-Yoar Plan 

of 1973.    At the ond of X975 a revised plan, with cost increases up to 
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that date takon into account, for ono of the factories to be establi- 

shed in Dacca (Vongi) was approved and 266 million Taka, with i foreign 

exchange component of 117 million Taka, were allocated for the project 

by the government on the basis of tentative but specific figures supplied by the 

Czechoslovak company INVESTA.    An agreement was signed in December 1975 

with this company for the purpose of obtaining, at a cost of £Stg 147,000, 

a complote and comprehensive project document for the proposed leather 

complex,  to be followed by an offer of the necessary machines, equipment 

end services for the inplementation.    The  documents were  to be delivered 

after 6 months, but due to delays for various reasons they were not 

received in Dacca before February 1977, which almost coincided with the 

arrival of the nego tinting team from Investa. 

The  leather complex was to be «Jesifrned for the following 

product mix and yoarly capacities  : 

Tannçry 

Corrected grain, smooth 

" "       embossed 

Ftill grain 

Total Cow Side leather 

Number of Sauare feet of 
Hides/Skins     fMghed 1^1*10» 

156,000 

120,000 

24,000 

500,000 

3,120,000 

2,400,000 

460,000 

6,000,000 

Black glazed kid 

Dyed kid skins 

Lining leathers 

Total Goat Skin leather 

225,000 900,000 

375,000 1,500,000 

150,000 600,000 

750,000 3,000,000 

Total cow hide and goat skin leather 9-000-000 
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Shoo factory Pairs Omar leather reauired.sa.ft. 

Shoes 100,000 450,000 

Sandals 225,000 225,000 

Military Boots 100,000 300,000 

In total 505.000 075.000 

Analysine the proposal from a technical and marketing point 

of view, the following commenta could be made : 

i)    Ilio machinery was technologically sound and adequate for 

the proposed production, but 

- in both tannery and shoe factory there would be large, 

at some points huge,  overcapacities, i.e.  too many or 

productionwise too big production machines were proposed, 

- «omo of recent, universally accepted, technical improve- 

ments in machines were not incorporated, e.g. hide liming 

mixers,  re tanning/dyeing machino s, vscuum driers,  stone 

polishing machines,  recycling ays toma. 

ii)    The production lines vero  designed to br as highly mechanised 

as possible, the machines ag such AS well as the internal 

transports.    In a country with lar<?e underemployment in 

industry the main feature  should have been to use manual 

work wherever possible without risking the product quality. 

iii)    It is very ¿oubtful if  the  suggested product mix represents 

a good solution.    The Bangladesh cow hides, for oxample, arc 

generally v»ry small and thin and are tbus less suited for 

Corrected sido leathers to which types the cow hide produc- 

tion line was specifically geared.    In the case of the goat 
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skills it can be questioned if the rathor large percentage 

of small skins are best suited for shoe upper leathi    •. 

Making them into glove leathers etc. would surely be more 

profitable«    A radical change  in the product mix would, 

however, obviously be difficult to accomplish. 

iv) The auxiliar departments, Laboratories, Knintenance, Boiler 

plant, etc. were all designed to be absolutely self-contained. 

This would ßive enormous overcapacities for work that very 

often would be only intermittent.    Much of the activities 

could just as well - or almost just as well - be carried out 

at existing or proposed facilities outside the leather 

complex.    For a plant of this size the auxiliary departments 

must be regarded as excessively large. 

•) Also the servicos, especially as to tiie number of foreign 

specialists for the nuporvision,  installation and training 

of local manageccnt aul labour,  seem excessive  indoed.    Less 

than half the proposed nurber should be ablo  to carry out 

these tasks successfully. 

It is        re gre tab le, that a neutral specialist, well versed in 

the international leather trade,  technically and economically, was not 

available to help in preparing the basic specifications for the complex, 

above all in defining tho product mix.    Such a preparatory work would 

have beon ersential for a proper selection of technologies, machines, etc. 

During the extenfiod technical discussions the cost factors, i.e. 

the prices for machines and services were  not mentioned, a fact which 

often caused difficulties, as quality is intinntely related to price 
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even in this case.    Vhen the quotation for the foreign component of 

the complex was released, it wafc found to be 257 rí Ilion Taka, en 

increase of 12C# over the estimato of December 1975 at 117 million 

Taka.    Later, after some reduction in production mochines and 

auxiliary equipment following the technical discussions, the offer 

was reduced to 148 million Taka.    Bought on the world market under 

the same conditions, the cost of Q3 nearly the same ecuipment and 

•orvices a« possible    was estimated at 127 million Taka.    It is, 

however, clear that a factory with the same capticity could be built 

ouch cheaper and still, as to the tannery part, be more flexible in 

its product mix and just as modern, although not as mechanised, as in 

the Czechoslovak proposal.    Such a factory,  including the shoe factory and 

necessary services for its erection and starting-up period, covld 

probably bo built with a foreign exchange component of less than 

75 million Taka. 

In assessing the viability of 'die proposed loather complex, 

which is more or less the samo r.a to assess the viability of the 

tannery part, there were two possibilities to consider : 

• If, as was originally anticipated,  the Czechoslovak or its 

affiliates agrood to lift the whole  leather production at 

a reasonable, predetermined price, e.g. on p. cost plus basis, 

the viability of the project would bo incontestable and would 

need no discussion. 

- If, on the other hand,  the production was to be sold on the 

international market under normal competitivo conditions, 

the case would be quite different.    Cue to the difficulties 

in estimating sales prices for the proposed products, the 
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majority of which would be of types not much represented 

in today's market and consequently would probably fetch 

low prico3, it was impossible to make a meaningful 

profit/loss calculation.    An estimation of the capital 

costs were instead illuminating.    Taking the investment 

for the tannery alone to be  121 and 127 million Taka In 

foreign and local currency respectively, assuming a repay- 

ment period of 12 years and % interest (average of 10jf) 

for the foreign and 10# interest only in the local 

component, the total yearly capital coat would be about 

28.8 million Taka.    Calculating with a yearly production 

and sale of 8.1 million square feet of finished leathers, 

which represent an optimistic 90J6 of proposed capacity, 

the capital cost alone would burden each square foot with 

about 5.5 Taka or 23 cent.    This is an incredibly hitfi 

figure, which by itself would make it very unlikely indeed, 

that the leathers could be sold at a profit on the world 

market. 

BCIC after reviewing all factors, technical, financial as 

well as commercial, decided later not to accept the Investa offer, 

especially in view of the government being able to utilice the Ceechoslovak 

credit for other important purposes. 

_J 
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During the negotiating period, advice concerning possible 

or alternative soluciona to difforont questions, for example concerning 

production mix, production lines,  organization, factory lay-out, 

concerei al considerations,  technologies, machines and costings, was 

provided to the management of BCIC and the leather Complex. 

Especially, in considering other sources for the machines, 

technologies end services to the leather complex, it was proposed a 

schedule to be followed by the prospective supplier in consultation 

with the investigating team.    The foreign firm/organization should 

i)    define an appropriate product mix, based on available 

raw hides and skins and existing export market require- 

ments, 

ii)    formulate the technologies to be used in producing the 

accepted product mix, 

iii)    desißn the plant md specify the production anc1 

auxiliary machines uost suitable for the purpose, taking 

the basic process concepts, optimum techno/economic 

factors and flexibilities as to future change« in the 

product mix into consideration, 

IT)    execute and/or control the purchasing of all the 

necessary machines and equipnent from abroad, 

T)    supply basic specifications and/or drawings tur 

buildings end equipments to be constructed and made 

locally, 
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Tí)    próvido technical and othor assi atanco for the 

building of tie plants,  installation of machines 

and equipments, training of technical personnel and 

labour and running of the factories for a predeter- 

mined time, 

vii)      givo capacity and product quality guarantees, 

viii)    assist in marketing the finished products in the 

EEC and other foreign markets, 

ix)    specify and elaborate the above undertakings in a 

Project Document. 

BCIC tanneries. 

During the struggle for independence some 30 tanneries 

were abandoned by their non-bengali owners.    They were taken over 

by the govemnent and organizer! in Bangladesh Tannery Corporation. 

This corporation was later in 1976 ar algamated with othor industries 

to form Bangladesh Chenical Industries Corporation (BCIC).    TWO groups 

were constituted,  the Dacca Leather Group and the Chittagong Leather 

Group, each under a general manager.    Early it was found that 

6 tenorios had not been working for a long time and wore therefore 

closed down definitely.    During the following years the production 

was concentrated to still fewer unite and tfco superfluous plants 

wore put up for disinvestment.    Today Dacca Leather Group is operating 

6 and Chittagong Lenther Group 3 tanneries.    In principle it has been 

decided by the government to dißinveat also these tanneries. 

 J 
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The operational results of the nationalized tanneries have 

been disappointing.    The yearly production targets, although -non 

below actual capacities, have never been reached except on one or 

two occasions.    The  table  in Annex III demonstrates clearly the 

situation,    '-/ithout rather big subsidies in cno fern or the other 

their position would have been untenable.    The reasons for this are 

several : 

- Already from the beginning most or all units had heavy 

financial obligations to the b.wks and financing the 

different purchases seemed always to pose grave diffi- 

culties. 

- In most cases an excessively large  labour force had to 

be paid, irrespective of production volume. 

- A very cumbersome organization structure, each unit 

having its own manager as well as its own technical and 

administrative staff, but still rigidly controlled as to 

all real decisions by the central organisation of BCIC. 

An adjustment in a processing recipe, for example,  often 

•o necessary for the preservation of product quality, 

involving a change in type or amount of chemicals to 

be used, would cause a lot of problems and excoasive 

papor work because of the existing,  ricid instructions 

that had to be followed. 

- The run-down conditions of the plants,    itony of the 

drums and paddles were dried out, rusted and inoperativ«. 

The majority of other machines, e.g. fleshing, shaving, 

staking, buffing, glaring machines, were also inoperative 
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and usually also unreparable.    The maintenance had been very 

cad and is still unsatisfactory. 

The lack of technically trained and experienced tanners as 

well as of managers with an intimato knowledge  of the leather 

trade.    The curlier owners in th'iso respects loft a vacuum 

difficult  to fill.    Several of the tanneries were each provided 

with a young graduated chenist as technical manager, but without 

training in leather technology and without proper backing, 

they have not yet boon able  to produce desired  results, although 

they have been working with the best intentions. 

The  question of the balancing, modernizing,and rationalieing (BAR) 

of the different tanneries was originally decided to be  analysed in dotali. 

All the  tanneries in Dacca and Chittngong were visited and thoroughly 

studied.    Starting with the Dacca Leather Group tentative solutions were 

discussed with the  general manager, such na a concentration of the produc- 

tion to one or two units, nt the same time pooling the resources cf 

machines, other facilities and the manpower.   A provisional list of new 

machines for present production as well r.s for a cautious development 

into high quality finished leathers was compiled and a suitable location 

and lay-out of an appropriate factory was discussed. 

Concurrently, in order to bring immodirte  technical assistance 

to the Government tannories, a snail seminar was organized at one of  ti» 

plants in Dacca, where all the management staff, from the group general 

manager to the individual technical managers, were present.   Processing 

methods   and their ramifications for tho production of Wot Blues, for 

cow hides as well as for goat a'cins, were discussed in detail.   Underlaying 
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principles nrt explained and causes of bad results commented upon« 

Sijcple, but effective processing and quality control methods were 

described. 

After the official decision by Government to disinvest all 

existing tannery units these activities were terminated. 

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS. 

33» leather Industry in «neral. 

It is very e vident from  the foregoing that comprehensive tech- 

nical assistance to the leather and allied industries in Bangladesh 

is greatly in need.    In this context it is recommended 

1.   That the proposals as described in the attached Draft 

Project Document (Annex IV) are implemented as rapidly 

as possible. 

33»  Pttblic Sector Lather Tnri»atr^a. 

As has been mentioned earlier, the government intends (a) to 

build and run a fairly large tannery cum shoe factory (leather complex) 

and (b) to disinvest existing nationalised tanneries. 

These decisions seem well founded.   On one hand the leather 

industry oust develop more rapidly than up to now and one way would 

certainly be to establish a modern tannery, importing necessary machines, 

know-how etc. for a decisive change of the situation.    In the process 

all the problems, headaches and mistakes as well as the economic 

uncertainties, especially as to the marketing of the products, 

always connected with such an undertaking, have to bo accepted.    On 
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the other hand,  the existing, nrtionaliacd tannerie« tire run-down, do 

not porsosa neither the physical, facilities nor tLü technical nnd mana- 

gerial knowledge and experience needed.    A clean break end a completely 

now start could look like the best solution in the actual situation. 

If this alternative is selecto'' a planning/executing team should be 

appointed soonest and a leather specialist with a thorough international 

leather industry experience, technical as well as conmercial, should 

be employed to aid the toaw in all ite activities.    This would reduce 

the risk of mistakes caused by national, company or personal prejudice«, 

which are often unwittingly encountered in such circvostancoo.    The 

team would gain experience so that later it would be ablo to discus« and 

negotiate effectively with prospective collaborators or seller« of 

machines, services etc. In ttie planning of a leather complex a« 

discussed, it is thus recommended 

2.    that the following procedure is followed : 

- A small team, headed by the {jurerai m¿>nagor to be of 

the complex, accompanied by an international leather 

specialist, is sent to Italy, Franco, dermany, Federal 

Republic of, the United Kingdom and perhaps one or two 

of the Benelux or Nordic countries on a 6 weeks1 tour to study 

i) the use made in these countries of Bangladesh 

Wet Blue cow hide« and goatskin« of different 

•eloctions and sise«, 

ii) the price« obtained for the finished leather«, 

ill) appropriate technologic.« and machine» for a 

production of similar type«, 
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!•) possible cooperation with European tanneries 

and shoe ìactories, riso keeping joint ventures 

in mind. 

In spite of whr.t has been said above,  there is also another 

approach which certainly would save coneidorabie amounts of money, in 

local as well ns in foreign currencies, which would probably not unduly 

delay the desired development of tho industry and which should therefor« 

be considered carefully.    Ruch an approach would comprise several coordi« 

nated steps, most of then discussed earlier.    Thus the first steps would 

be  tho same aa those suggested for the implementation of a leather 

complex.    In case this alternative in selected it is recommended 

3.    that the following procedure is followed  : 

- Hoconaondntion 2. is implemented. 

- A comprehensive step by step plan ia siiultaneous devised 

and executed,  in principle comprising the following 

phases : 

i) Modernizing and concentrating the present 

production to two or throe adjacent tanneries. 

ii)   Acquiring a few new machines for a snail 

production of cruet and ready-to-finish leathers. 

(These should be exportable with a greater added 

value than the Wet Blues). 

iii)   Adding a small finishing plant, sufficiently 

equippod for high clnss work and starting 

making finished leathers initially for the local 
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m artet, using modern technology but reject Wet Bluos 

or Crust,  tiiat had not boen possible to c xport. 

(Gaining experience, it should bo possible in -. 

fairly short time to make exportable finished leathers. 

The finishing machines, just as the earlier few machine«, 

could be acquired tfcrougi a comparatively modest invest- 

ment, but the uxperience pained should be invaluable). 

iv)      Planning and executing tho transfer of equipment and 

personnel to tìie  new ler.ther conplex. (The planning/ 

executing team with tiie r.id of the leather specialist 

should now also be experienced enough the use Ivo s to 

plan, project and execute the complete leather complex. 

Needed then would of coursa be clerical staff and other 

local specialists could and should bo called in when 

necessary, e.g.  civil enginrors, electric engineers, etc. 

The new or otherwise useful machines and other equipment 

from tho old plai.t should bo transferred to the new complex 

and the production phased over.    The installation work 

could be effected by specialists from the machine suppliers, 

but for the training of technicians and for the running-in 

period a certain number of foreign technicians would be 

necessary.    Through the earlier work, however, a small 

cadre of locally trained workers and technicians would 

be available, a fact that would make these tasks considerably 

eaeier to carry out.    If a UBDP-projoct of assistance  to 

the leather industry should be implemented, its exports 

would of course be availablo for consultations and help 

at all phases of tho execution of such a plan). 
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Annex I 

POST TITLE 

DURATION 

DATE REQUIRED 

DUTY STATION 

PURPOSE OF PROJECT 

DUTIES 

QUALIFICATIONS 

LANGUAGE 

J  B  D ;. S C K I P ? I O II 

SI/BGD/76/809/11-01/31.7.D 

Leather Industry Adviser 

Six months 

As soon as possible 

Dacca 

To assist the Government of Bangladesh in the formu- 
lation and preparation of a project for assistance 
to the leather industry sector in Bangladesh. 

The expert will be attached to the Industries Division 
of the iünistry of Industries and will specifically be 
expected to: 

1. Assess the situation of the entire leather industry 
sector in Bangladesh and identify the need for 
assistance to the leather producing, as well as to 
the leather utilising industries. 

2. Review the existing facilities and work programme 
of the Le.t her Development nstitute in Dacca as 
'well as its future development plans «ud identify 
the need for assistance to this institute. 

3. Wor'w out details of the technical assistance needed 
to the entire leather industry sector including the 
Leather Development Institute and prepare a project 
proposal for such assistance. 

k.  Prepare a first draft of the project document for 
this project. 

The expert will also be expected to prepare a final 
report, setting out the findings of his mission and 
his recommendations to the Government on further 
actions which mipht be taken. 

Leather Industry Adviser with extensive experience in 
the leather industry field, including experience 
working as a United Nations expert, as well as 
familiarity with UNLP requirementc for the preparation 
of project documente for large-scale projects. 

English 

U- - 
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Annex II 

CHâHT   of   TANNERY PROCESSES    (commonly employed - variations exist ) 

Note i    FLESHEJG (in Capitals) - Operation performed by hand or. in i—c^ie. 

soaking (small letters) - Wet process performed in drum, paddle, pit, etc. 

{ WET ELUES       -    Intermediate or finished product. 

soaking     dehairing     liming 

(Slaughtering and Haying) 

! foesh (green ) "Hides and Skins ! 

(Curing) 

fwet-salted or Dried Hides and Skins I 

ÜslfSÖ     SCUDDING     SPLITTING 

' Limed ¿took 

deliming 

pickling   ohrome-tanning      ÍDSffiíYDÍG " 

bating 

"SAMIYBÏG   SHAVING   veg-tanning 

WEI BLUES ! 

neutralizing   retanning   îâtliquoring 
dyeing   SAMMYING   SETTING-OUT   DRYING 

fatliquoring 
retanning 
dyeing 
DRYING 

DRYING 
greasing 
STUFFING 
SETTING-OUT 

CHROME LEATHER CRUST 

' VEISTABLE 
I LK.1THER 
1 CRUST 

CONDITIONING STAKING { BUSTING; 

r READY TO FINISH LEATHERS 

"fLSSHSÏDE WWflJG BHÜSH-coating" gpRnY-coating 
DRYING    IRONDJG/PLATING   GLAZING 

DRYING 
ROLLING 

VELOUR 

LEATHERS 

PULL GRAIN or 
CORRECTED GRAIN 
CHROME UPPER 
LEATHERS 

VEGETABLE 

UPPER 

LEATHERS 

SOLE 

LEATHER 

"ílMffitó     MElSÖRfliG/WEldHDTG GRÄDW PACKÍNG Mffifldfflfó 
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A«»»» IY 
UMITED l.'A'i'TOi','; Dl^TìI.or-i^m' PROGi¿HUJ 

Vrej(*c.i of the   Cov«:i-r>n:cnt of 

D.M'CL/.Dß.SR 

Pratt Proj< •:tr Docv^c-nt 

I/nnth'.T Lvluctrius De ve lo potent 

Direct Support 

Inat ituti on-building 

Sueter 
(Govt cl^sn)     Industrios 

Subtector 
(Covt clr.Su): Leather In duotrier; 

Government 
Inploir.r'iitin¿ 
Agoncy : 

Let ina tod 
Starting Date:    April   I978 

Duration:    Two antl n half yccro 

(UIÎD15 clas3:    Industries (35) 
and code) 

(UHEP einer,:    Establishment and 
and coro) extension of nanu- 

fr.cturinc industries 
(3521) 

Government Inputs 
lïekas) 

.(ir Kind) UNDP Inputs _ 1.gn.7r>0 
"lUS DollarrT 

Signed; 
on behalf of the Govcrnr-out 

Date 

on behalf oí the Kxoci'tJnc Aconcy 
Dato 

on oulnlf of tho 
UJirrwi) MAVTOK.S ])i.;vni.()r¡:r!i:T PKOcrAirr-jj 

Dato 
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PART I        Legal Context 

This project document shall be the instrument (the-it ¿n 

reforred to as a Plan of Operation) envisaged in Article I, 

paragraph 2,  of the Agreement between the Government of 

Bangladesh (GOB) and the United Nations Development Proprarane 

concerning Technical Assistance under the Sp-cial Fund sector 

of the United Net ions Development Programme, signed by the 

parties on 12 and 31 July 1972. 

PART II A.Develoraent objectives 

The lone-term objectives of  this project will be to build 

up a leather industry in Bangladesh with the ability, with  the 

uso of locally available    aw nr.torials,  to produce finished 

leather and manufactured leather goods, n largo part of which 

will be exported and thus help increase the  country's foreign 

exchange earrings. 

PART IIB. Immediate objectives 

- to iepjove the quality of all kinds of leather through 

correct and better production methods. 

•*    to facilitate marketing efforts through establishing well 

defined categories (grades/selections) of the products. 

- a continuous increase in the  local production of semi- 

processed and finished products. 

- to assist expanding and improving the Institute of Leather 

Technology at Hazaribagh to serve the industry as well as 

Government Departments in fields relating to leather. 
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?AHT HC.    Special consideration 

Not applicable. 

PAHT I ID.    Bnckftround and Justification 

The first Five-Year Plan, approved in November 1Ç73» 

aimed at increasing the leather production IUC-TO than 170$ - 

from approximately 62 to I69 million square  foet - an increase 

partly to be achieved by better utilization of existing and 

by the erer ti on of now production facilities. 

Bangladesh has sufficient raw hides and skins to sustain 

a healthy and rather large leather industry.    The raw materials, 

however,  except for a small part manufactured into  relatively 

low grade  finished leathers for the  local market,  is processed 

almost exclusively into '/et Blues, "hieb, is only one of the 

first steps in the leather ranking process.    Yearly about 2.5 

r illion cattle hidc3 anc"  '.5 million goatskins, besides relatively 

small amount of buffalo hides and sheep skins, are available  in tte 

country.    The cattle hidos as a rule are small and thin and suffer 

from damage    to the ¿rain a3 well as the flesh side.    The goatskins, 

although generally alno amall and  thin,  are  on the other hand other- 

wise of o very good quality, possessing a fine, smooth grain 

usually free from grain damage 

Some   170 tanneries are found in the  country, most of them small 

with very little        mechanical equipment.    About 70 "cottage tanneries" 

have no such eouipment rt all, but only pits and tanner's beams. 

None of the factories can be said to be larpo and none is really 

—±t 
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modern in processing or equipment.   Only a very few tanneries 

have some modern machines and this is especially the  case when 

considering leather finishing.    The existing machines are also 

usually in      bad shape.    I'ost of then are  inoperative and many 

evon irreparable.    No tannery in Bangladesh today has facilities, 

neither as to machinos, nor to know-how to be able to produce 

finished leather acceptable on the international market. 

Except for 10 plants in Chittagong and 2-3 at other places 

in the country all the tanneries are situated in the Hazaribagh 

area of Dacca.    When Bangladesh was established, 30 important 

tanneries were abandoned by their owners and subseauently nationa- 

lized by the  government.    Today Bangladesh Chemical  Industries 

Corporation (BCIC) under the  supervision of the fiinistry of Industrie« 

is operating 7 of these tanneries in Dacca and 3 in Chittagong, 

while some of the others have been disinvested. 

There are only a few mechanized shoe factories in the country. 

Witti one exception these are under-utilized and their machines are 

in very poor condition   because of bnd maintenance, especially 

during the extended perioda when they were standing idle.    A large 

number of very small units produce all kinds of shoes including 

high fashion typos, by simple hand methods.    Disregarding 

lorther quality, which for reasons already given is rattier poor, 

and taking existing conditions into account,   the quality is 

sometimes suprisingly good, but there romains much to be done to 

reach a uniformly acceptable level. 

_J 
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It is íhe policy of the government    that indigenous raw 

materials should be utilized to the utmost, earning more foreign 

oxchr.nge at export by attaining greatest possible added value. 

The government is also aware of  the big opportunities which 

exist in this respect if raw hides and skins were converted 

into finished leathers and tven further into manufactured leather 

goods.    In the fiscal year 1976/77 exports of vet blue leathers 

were bringing in 58.6 crores taka (586 million takr. or about 

38.5 million US dollars) in foreign exchange. With wet blues 

converted into finished leathers,  this amount would orobably 

have been more than 100 crore  taka with added export earnings 

of more  than 40 crore  taka. 

To capture et least part of the possible added value the 

Government is considering the establishment of a fairly larga 

complex, leather tannery cum shoo factory, but it also recognises 

the need of immediate technical assistance to the whole indis try 

to achieve maximum results* 

A PAO mission (Report of a HIDES, SKINS AND ANIMAL BY-PRODÜCTS 

MISSION TO SELECTED COUNTRIES IN ASIA (BANGLADESH);  Pood and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations; Rome, 1976) who 

visited Bangladesh in 1975 underlined the importance of the 

development in the sector, especially stressing the need for 

Improvements in the treatment    of the h ido s and skins and by- 

products utilisation.    Projects for a le search, Development 

cum Training Centre for Hides, Skins, Leather and Allied By-Products, 

for Ouality improvement of hides and skins - their grading, 
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standardisation and marketing and for the upgrading and 

strengthening of the  Institute of Leather Technology, Dacca 

were proposed. 

Similarly a ïïorld Bank mission in Decomber 1975 and March 

1976 (Report No. 1219-BD:, Bangladesh: Survey of Steel, Pulp and 

Paper and Leather Tanning Industries, November 30, 1976;  Industrial 

Projects Department, Document of the Vorld Bank) strongly advocated 

a technical assistance programme to help the  industry in converting 

from wet blue  to crust and finished leathers. 

A thorough understanding of the marketing problems is vital 

for a favourable development of the  industry's exports.    To this 

end the government is implementing a project a t ttie Export Promotion 

Bureau (BPB) - BGD/05/48 - Integrated Programme  of Technical 

'Cooperation for Trade Promotion of Bangladesh, executed by 

International Trade Centre, UFCTAD/GATT (ITC) and financed by the 

Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA), which project 

will provide Advisers on aarketing of four specific groups, among 

them leather products. 

Export Promotion Bureau has also in its "Proposed Export 

Policy 1977-78", June  11, 1977, B?B proposed a scries of measures 

for the development of the leather industry and trade,  in its 

industry-related part similar to those expounded elsewhere. 

/ 
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A UNIDO Leather indvitry preparatory c.:>sio;i, BCD/76/'809/A/51/37, 

studied the leather industry in Bangladesh from February to 

November 1977.    The mission rzdo a detailed «itrwy in all respects, 

identified the needs for technical assistance and proposed measures 

to ensure a satisfactory development of the industry.    The proscnt 

project is the outcome of these proposals. 

Justification 

The project relates to -¡ho prixiRi-ily teci.'njltgical support 

needs of the Bangladesh Leatiicr Industry in no ring from only 

processing wet blue hides and skins to produce finished leathers 

for the export market and at the  sano tine tc tin improvement of 

raw materials, machines, production methods and end products. 

The Govornnent has decided to channel all technical assistanco 

to the leather industry through the Institute of Leather Technology at 

Hasaribagh, Dacca.    This institute is now concerned only with the 

training of technicians for the  leather and leather goods industries» 

providing training courses of various lengths-    It has a fairly 

large area at its disposal,  a building containing sevoral class- 

rooms and offices as well as laboratories,  a separato lecture 

hall (never used) and a large pilot plant building.    Tho pilot 

plant was originally equipped with almost nil iac machines needed 

for normal tannery work, but Jor several reasons nost of these are 

now unusable and to a great extent also irreparable.    The equip- 

ment has also to a considerable extent become outdated and obsolete 

throufVftie rapfd'technological developments of later years. 

U 
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institut» will be reorganized under tho Iinintry of Industry end 

rocoivt cJeouatc rc3oure-9 in personnel, equipment and operation 

funds to bo able to carry out its increased mid added duties. 

Besides providing training courses the institute "..'ill in 

tile future also provide technical ••-issi3trjic'; directly in Üic 

factories, carry out indus try-re la ted applied research and 

développent work (RAD) and give general servicos in tlic field 

to government and industry. 

Tho in plant technical assistance, the upgrading of tho 

teaching capabilities of the institute, tho trnining of its staff 

to be able to cope   'ith the addod duties and the ^revision of 

machines and equiprent for its pilot plants and laboratories are 

urgently needed and the purposo of tho project ia to provide the 

nocoBsory assistance to this effect. 

PA» IIB     Outputs 

- improved quality of raw hides and skins 

- improved quality of leather products 

- a relatively larger port of the production in the form 

of seai-processed and finished producta, 

- a number of trained personnel at different levels 

- an expanded and improved Institute of Leather Technology 

which will serve the whole industry ,"s well as Govornaent 

departments for requirements an to   .-v. scorch and devo loor ant 

U- 
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technical assistance, quality control, training, marketing 

documentation, ana statistics. 

-    institutional framework for cooperation between the Institute 

and Industry. 

PART IIP.    Activities 

1.   Direct in-pli-nt technical assistance will bo provided, 

- to irprovo  the quality of raw hidos and skins, 

- to iirprovo present production with present machinery, 

- to introduce naw méthode and assist in selecting 

machinery for further processine (,c.g to crust and 

finishod luathor and shoes). 

- to aid in establishing proper and practical processing 

controls and quality standards, 

- to help tiio factories in getting unopo rational 

machines working and in establishing good oaintonsnos 

praotices, 

- to train at work induntry employed personnel. 

_J 
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2. The instituto rould endouvour to train technologists 

ani technicians at all levels* 

- at gredyete and postgraduate level by supplying 

facilities for special studies and work in cooporation 

with appropriate universities 

- at intermediato  levol by providing a 2 year diploma 

course to approximately the samo aóaní«:.rd os City 

and Guilds of London Institute or oquivalent 

International Standard. 

- at foreman level by arranging courses in diffaront 

specialities for technicians, 

• •   at workers level by work training on processing 

machines. 

3. Applied RAD work,  thoroughly industry-related, would 

be carried out 

- to adjust now processing methods rwî roeipsß to 

Bangladesh conditions, 

- to solvo factory processing problems, especially 

concerning new products, 

- to work out complete processes for special products, 

- to adopt indigenous choricals and other raw materials 

to established or now procossos, 

- to facilitate tho ut« of salami by-produots. 
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4*    Conerai services to industry and government agencio s 

would be available 

- to perfora physical audi chemical teat- mid quality 

control on raw Materials and products, 

- to inform on technical literature,  other documentation 

and relevant statistics, 

- to carry out technical and inerte ting surveys 

- to provide other desirable and portinent services 

The organization of the Instituto itself,  the curricula for 

its training courses and the activities to be carried out, would 

be planned in detail in the project's initial phaso and for this 

specific purpoae, a specialist will bo brought in for a shorter 

period. 

The active staff will be aided and trained by the ItfDP 

experts intheir respective fields. 

fellowships will be provided to selected porsonnel for 

technical education and training abroad. 

PART 110.    Input« 

A,    Government Inputs 

1. Personnel 

a) Initially, counterparts to the esporta of the UNH>- 

projoct and the following local technical and research 

staff should be available 

L 
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Initially    lator 

Diractor of Insti-! ate 

General Lcnthor Technologist 

Her.Ty Leathor industrial and solo 

Tanning/ctyiing lifht leather 

Finishing ligh': 1er the r 

Quality control laborrtory'work 

Hi do e nnd skins improvoncnt 

Anlnnl by-product utilisation 

Indigenous raw naterials utilisation 

Shoe design and pattern cutting 

Shoe technology 

lor ¡her goods technology 

Mainte naneo 

(1) i-) 
(1) (1) 

(1) (-) 

(1) (2) 

(2) if) 
(1) (1) 

(1) (-) 

(-) (1) 

(-) (1) 

(-) (1) 

(-) (1) 

(1) (-) 

(1) (1) 

10 10 

2.    flub contracts 

<* 
Kot applicable 

J.    Iculnaent 

Physical structure for the Lof.ther Institute includine 

oxiating nnchincry and oquipnent in p.p. and lab. in 

Earnribngh. 

Office apaco for project ctaff. 

Humituro 

Offico eouipmont. 

tw- .¿i 
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>•   TO? IBPHtp 

Personnel 

Loothur Industry Technologist (Teno Leader) 

Leather Instituto Consultant 

Leather Technologist (Finished) 

Hide luproverrent and by-products 
utilization advisor 

Maintenance Adviser 

Shoe production advisor 

Consultants 

p)    a yocrs 

3 months 

2 years 

1 year 

1 year 

1 year 

12 n/n 

totali 105 m/m 

2. 

The proy.ct will provide for the following fellowships t 

Leather Technology, donerai 

" " Heavy L 

" " Cr-rtanning 

" " Finishing 
" " Chemistry 

Rido improvement 

Maintenance 

Shoo Production 

Shoo design and pattern 
leather goods production 

24 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

Totali 114 
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3»   Ji^íiJS32í£L }&?J3£2£LSHJ!!l 'Cí'JLVJ&S, 

Pilot plitnt 390,00^ 

rhygical Toy tin:' lab 40,000 

ChCTiicil Laboratory 50 CO0 

I-Tftintcníaice Shop 25 000 

Office Equipment IQ QQQ 

Vehicles, 2 15>OüO 

530,000 

PART Hü.   Prcy.rrtion of Work Plnn 

197B 1:73 1980 
JRíAIlJJ/.S0IiIÜIi\7a)JASCí.JJ7í7.fiJJAS0ÍJD 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

A detailed work plan for the itijùcr.on Lation of tte project 

will bo prepared by the te cu leader m conjulfc-ti-jn . LLh !J 1 counter 

part.    Thia will to done at tbo   start of  the project, and the plan 

will be adjusted profjrcscivoly.    The r.ßrcod Kork plan will bo 

attached to tho document aa nnnex I and will be considered p«.irt 

of that document. 

t  _^ 
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PAW IX L.    Prior obligations and Prerequisites. 

Prior to UNDP approval of this project tho Government 

will have taken the decision and the «duini«brative steps 

noceasary for Hie Institute of Leather Technology at Hasari- 

bagh to be transferrod to tho Ministry of Industries and the 

Ministry of Industries   vili hav«   aa approved budget alloca- 

tion which fully covers all itoms in the Governnent Inputs 

re lating to counterpart staff of this project. 

-j 
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^YllüíZLí^ll'l'ííJlt:. 

Î£îîiitiyu.iiPrHfi??.tL9VL.îi!i:!..<iïV'JL0i! v'ì?.ì P'innt 

Machin<'•:/Pq>r  -lont 

Drunw, cxpcrimenti-il   à 3,000 

Paddle, experi'ncnlal 

Tanning m/n, type lïa^piel, Biiuillcet 

Fleshing; m/c,  1800 mm 

Spill ling rn/c,   18ü0 m;n 

Dammyiri£f m/c,  1800 mm 

Shaving m/c,  EOO irm 

Setting-out rn/c reversible,   1500-1800 mm 

Toggle drying unit,   10-20 framos 

Vacuum dryer 

Jaw-staking rn/c 

Wheel staking m/c 

Vibratory staking m/c,   I500 mm 

Buffing m/c, 600 mm 

Brushing m/c and dust collector 

Stone polishing m/c 

Spraying gun with compressor etc. 

01atine m/c 

Hydraulic plating and emboosing press 

Platens to above 

Equipment for footwear department (to be specified) 

Spares 

Hand tools and small equipment 

Total 

Ninno:* U3¿_CTF 

9,000 

2,000 

10,000 

10,000 

28,000 

26,000 

10,000 

28,000 

20,000 

25,000 

5,000 

2,000 

28,000 

8,000 

9,000 

5,000 

11,000 

5,000 

31,000 

9,000 

50,000 

40,000 

11.000 

390,000 
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